A PASSIONATE AGENCY
with an eventful history
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and much more...

Corporate Conferences, Seminars or Conventions
require intense attention to detail while dealing with
constantly moving parts. For many of these events, the
goal is to drive increased demand for the services
offered by your company, increased exposure for your
company or to bring associates & clients together from
all over the country, and at times, the world!
Our goal is to help you to far surpass expectations,
while producing a successful & memorable event for
you & all of your attendees. For us, what matters first is
the quality of work delivered with client satisfaction
being the most important ingredient of success.
Carrying the same dedication, integrity & passion at all
events & an in-depth understanding of how your
business works and what you hope to achieve, Purple
events, aims to deliver results that exceed your
expectations giving your business associates,
delegates & employees a memorable experience and
a fabulous time.
We handle everything from securing the ideal venue,
dealing with multitude of vendors to produce an event
of any scale, and handling all aspects on and off site.
Right from strategising the way forward in accordance
with the requirements of the client to the eventual
execution of the event and the final wrap up, Purple
events is closely involved with all aspects of planning to
ensure that the client's vision is fully realized & all
possible obstacles are preempted.

We are what we repeatedly do...

EXCELLENCE

Therefore, its not an act

but a habit.

EX
HIBITS

We offer personalized solutions to clients that are
tailored as per your requirements. Through their outof-the-box and international thinking, our creative
team provides exclusive designs that help your
exhibition stand out amongst the rest.

BRAND
PRO
motions

Identifying logistical challenges and developing
creative solutions so that your brand can be
experienced flawlessly and effectively is the name of
the game. Through promotional activities that will
effectively infiltrate market segments, we will bring
your brand to life. To us, brand promotions are about
giving our clients the ideas and the platform that is
needed to showcase their products, in order to propel
them into the market in an effective manner.

LIFE
STYLE
events

We believe that we possess the knowledge and
background to cater to each and every need of our
clients so that your vision comes to life through our
dedication and specialized attention. Once you have us
on board, rest assured, you are up for a spectacular
event from start to finish with real time updates from a
highly skilled and experienced team. We are a perfect
combination of passion with efficiency, personality with
originality, and perfection with celebration.
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Your Vision...our Resources
Event Concept | Event Production and Coordination | Theme & Decor | Sound & Lighting
Facility Management | Hospitality | Logistics & Operations Management
Event branding and Marketing | Entertainment | Post event evaluation

PURPLE EVENTS
205, Durga Chambers, Fun Republic Lane, Veera Desai Rd, Behind Balaji Telefilms,
Andheri West, Mumbai 400057, T - 022 26731001 / 022 26731002
E - events@purpleevents.co.in | W - www.purpleevents.co.in | F - www.facebook.com/purplevents
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